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ABSTRACT
Eagle Medical Tray Denesting and Debris Removal Process
Noah Chavez, Susana Okhuysen, Michael Pennington, Nicholas Ungefug

Eagle Medical Incorporated is a contract medical device packaging and sterilization company.
The company purchases thermoformed medical packaging trays, which maintain the sterility of
medical devices, from various manufacturers. To ensure packaging quality and to prevent
cleanroom contamination, Eagle Medical inspects and sterilizes each blister tray that they order.
This process is an essential non-value-added activity that creates a bottleneck. Cleanroom
employees must stop packaging medical devices and attend to the processing of blister trays and
packaging solutions.
The blister trays arrive at Eagle’s facility in nested stacks. Vibration and movement during
shipping further compresses the stacks, which makes separation (denesting) time-consuming.
Currently, two employees work simultaneously to manually denest, inspect, and sterilize the
trays. They are able to sterilize one blister tray every 1.65 seconds. Eagle Medical is looking to
expand this process capacity by 150-200%. The cycle time must be reduced to 0.66 seconds per
tray to meet Eagle Medical’s throughput requirements.
After conducting research, direct time studies, and observations of the process, the project team
concluded that an automated system is the most appropriate solution. The team intends to create
a system that utilizes off-the-shelf components to automatically perform the denesting,
inspection, and sterilization process. By fully automating this process, clean room employees can
focus their time and expertise on the packaging of the medical devices rather than on the blister
packaging itself. This shift in resources will allow Eagle Medical Incorporated to meet their
expanded capacity goals.
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Section 1: Introduction and Background

Eagle Medical Inc. is a privately-owned contract medical device packaging company that was
founded in 1992 in Paso Robles, CA. Eagle Medical focuses on medical device packaging and
sterilization using a double barrier containment system. This system is used to package implantgrade medical devices and provide protection during transportation.
The most common type of packaging Eagle Medical uses is blister trays. Blister trays are
thermoformed plastic containers that Eagle Medical purchases from third-party manufacturers
and receives in bulk quantities. The quality of the blister trays varies among suppliers. Blister
trays are nested on top of each other prior to shipping. During the shipping process, vibration and
jostling of the trays can result in compression of the trays into a tightly nested stack.
Each tray is manually denested by Eagle Medical’s employees in the cleanroom. Some
manufacturers included lifting lugs in their design which assists in the denesting, or separation,
of the blister trays. However, the majority of Eagle Medical’s manufacturers do not include this
feature in their blister tray designs, which hinders the efficiency of this process.
After denesting, each tray is inspected for embedded contaminants and sterilized using an
ionizing airgun. This process is slow, labor-intensive, and inefficient, resulting in a significant
bottleneck for Eagle Medical’s packaging production. Workers spend excessive time denesting
trays instead of focusing on packaging the medical devices per their contracts.
Eagle Medical wants to expand their production to service additional customer demand. In order
to accomplish this goal, the denesting, inspection, and sterilization process for their blister trays
must be automated. Eagle Medical has determined that a throughput increase in the area of 150200% of the current rate would effectively mitigate the bottleneck in their packaging production.
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Section 2: Problem Description
Eagle Medical’s facility in Paso Robles, CA, is looking to expand their medical device
packaging and sterilization throughput by at least 150%. Eagle Medical utilizes thermoformed
blister packaging trays to ship their devices. The blister packaging ensures the sterility of the
medical devices is maintained during the shipping process. The current process of preparing
these trays is performed manually by one operator that denests and inspects the stacked trays,
while another operator uses an air-blaster to clean and visually inspect each tray for embedded
biological contaminants. This process, illustrated below in Figure 1, is time-consuming and
fatiguing for operators. Ultimately, the two operators required for this process could be better
utilized elsewhere for both their and Eagle Medical’s benefit.

Figure 1: Process Flow Chart - Current

Using root cause analysis, as seen in Figure 2, shows the major causes affecting the tray
cleaning throughput. After observing the cleaning process and interviewing operators, the most
significant factor identified was the methods being used in the process itself. Operators perform
the cleaning process manually, which possibly results in worker-to-worker variation among
different shifts and lot-to-lot variation due to general fatigue within shifts.
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Figure 2: Root Cause Analysis
Consequently, a direct time study was conducted to identify the current throughput rate as an
established baseline. Eagle Medical is capable of cleaning 2,177 units per hour using two
operators working continuously. This computes to one clean tray every 1.65 seconds or 9.92
seconds per lot of 6 trays. Eagle Medical requires that the throughput rate be increased by 150%
of their current capacity. This translates into increasing the total rate to 5,442 units per hour and
reducing the cycle time per tray to 0.66 seconds, as illustrated below in Table 1.

Table 1. Current Throughput vs Target Throughput. (1 Lot = 6 Trays)
Category:

Current Throughput (s):

Target Throughput (s):

Seconds/Lot

9.92

3.97

Seconds/Tray

1.65

0.66
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Section 3: Deliverables and KPIs
The project will be deemed successful if the solution meets the following requirements:
1. Equipment Selection
a. Throughput must increase by 150%
b. Equipment selected must cost no more than $500,000 to purchase
c. All equipment selected must adhere to ISO clean room standards
d. Automated denester must service at least 10 different sizes of blister trays
e. All selected equipment should be modular
f. All selected equipment should be serviceable
g. All selected equipment must be integratable
2. Facility Layout
a. The location of the chosen cell should have a minimal impact on material flow
cost between cells
b. The location of the chosen cell may service additional clean rooms
3. Machine Footprint
a. The machine footprint should have a minimal impact on material flow cost within
the cell
b. The cell layout must conform with space requirements of the selected equipment
and the selected cell
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Section 4: Literature Review
In the delivery of this project, a literature review was conducted. The below sections will expand
upon relevant diction, health practices, common equipment, and theories that pertain to the
identification of our problem statement and the development of our solution.
4.1 Existing Equipment
Eagle Medical currently denests, sterilizes, and repackages all incoming shipments of blister

packaging manually. The equipment used by operators consists of ductless fume hoods and
ionized blow-off guns for sterilization and their physical hands for tray separation.
4.1.1 Blister Packaging
In order to safely deliver their products to their customers, Eagle Medicals uses sterilized
packaging called blister packaging, shown in Figure 3, to protect products from the
bioburden that accrues during shipping. Eagle Medical uses polyvinyl chloride, or PVC,
for their thermoformed plastic packaging, which is embedded with a cavity and topped
with a pliable lid. (Industrial Quick Search, 2021). The package is then hermetically
sealed with a heat-activated adhesive paste that bonds the blister packaging together. This
method offers a cost-effective way to protect potentially fragile equipment and allows
customers to easily detect tampering or damage to their product (SouthPack, 2021).

Figure 3: Thermoformed Blister Trays
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4.1.1.1 Bioburden
Bioburden refers to the total amount of contaminated organisms on a material
before sterilization is complete (Sandle, 2016). Ionizing treatment targets this type
of contamination to mitigate any health risk to the end consumer.
4.1.2 Ductless Fume Hoods
Ductless fume hoods are independent systems that do not rely on ventilation systems to
maintain sterility (Sentry Air Systems, 2021). Along with the cost and energy savings
from not relying on a building’s air system, they allow mobility within the facility which
is preferable in a system with limited space (Air Science, 2021).
4.1.3 Ionized Blow-off Guns
The ionized blow-off guns used by Eagle Medical allow for the removal of contaminants
and static charges on material that could be damaging to some equipment (Harms, 2021).
They are designed to prevent blowback of charged particles on the user. However, they
can still create risk of cross-contamination by blowing material onto other surfaces.
4.1.4 Clean Rooms
Clean rooms are sanitary rooms in which processes sensitive to bio-burden must be
conducted. Such rooms must rely on auxiliary air systems that are separate from those of
the rest of the facility (Esteves, et al, 2016). Continuous and adequate airflow in clean
rooms is key to maintaining sterility. Many of these rooms are positively pressurized to
ensure sanitary air flows out and as opposed to unsanitary air flowing in (Holbrook,
2009). Additionally, it is recommended that these rooms contain rounded edges and few
structural obstructions to maximize airflow within the room.
4.1.4.1 Standard Humidity
In designing an automation system, it is important to consider the humidity under
which the equipment may operate, as well as that which will be present in its cell.
Clean rooms are best when operating in the range of 30-60% (Sandle, 2021). It
was found that too much humidity propagates bacteria growth and too little results
in dry and flaking skin of the operators.
4.1.5 Ergonomics of Equipment
The equipment used, such as the blow-off gun, have been designed ergonomically.
However, there is concern about the repeated strain on users’ fingers due to the extended
duration of the denesting process. Many workers have commented on the fatigue felt after
several hours of denesting blister packaging units, leading to the scheduling of multiple
shifts. While this issue directly affects productivity over the course of a shift, it also poses
a health risk to operators.
Repetitive stress injuries, such as tendonitis, can occur due to the repeated pressure point
on one's fingertips and joints (Hendrickson, 2021). Other risk factors include extending
10

the arms to clean trays inside a clean hood and continual wrist bending from unpacking
and handling trays (Lotz, 2012). The forward leaning necessary for using the clean hood
also places strain on the lower back. With long shifts, productivity decreases and the risk
for injury and musculoskeletal disorders increases. Stress injuries lead to a decrease in
tolerance to longer periods of work, and severe cases can entirely inhibit work entirely
(Shafer-Crane, 2006).
One method used to decrease the risk of repetitive stress disorders is shift rotation. Eagle
Medical has adopted this method of rotating operators and even allocating members of
other departments into rotation. However, they admit this is not sustainable as a longterm solution. Not only have they received complaints about the current system, but they
are also expecting an increase in customer demand. Using their current model, an
increase in throughput would necessitate allocating more time or more operators to the
process. This increase in labor costs is not feasible and is ergonomically misguided. The
most effective solution for repetitive stress injuries is implementing preventative
measures into the system in which a person works (Shafer-Crane, 2006). Because Eagle
Medical is redesigning their system, they have the opportunity to eliminate risks from the
old system and consider preventative measures for their new system.
When designing a system with a new layout, the team also needs to consider new
ergonomic risks. In a compact system, cells are often built vertically, so the team must
address the issue of vertical reach. Vertical reach is a common and widely used motion
that puts unnecessary strain on the back (Lotz, 2012). With vertical reach and horizontal
twisting in the same motion, frequency is determined to be a risk if there is more than one
lift being performed per minute for more than two hours (May, 2021).
4.2 Health and Safety
As Eagle Medical sterilizes its packaging units, it must follow several health and safety codes to
supply medical devices around the country.
4.2.1 Health Codes
Eagle Medical must follow standards set forth by the FDA and ISO (Yang, 2016). These
standards include the necessity of hermetically sealed packaging, as well as standards for
bioburden present within the packaging (Mraz, 2018).
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4.2.1.1 Standards and Codes
While selecting equipment for this automated system it was important that standards and
codes were kept in mind while identifying system components. Eagle Medical provided a
list of related standards, Table 2, applicable to equipment selection in their specification
document. These standards must be fulfilled in order for a piece of equipment to be
selected.
Table 2: Standards for Equipment Selection
Standard Application:

Standard Name /
Number:

Description:

General Requirements

IEC 60601-1 2005

Medical Electrical Equipment
General requirements for basic
safety and essential performance.

Electrical Safety

MIL-HDBK-217F
CHQ NOTICE 2

Reliability prediction of electronic
equipment

Flammability

UL 94 / IEC 60707

Standard for Safety of Flammability
of plastic materials for parts,
devices, and appliance testing.

Quality

ISO 13485:2016

Medical Quality management

4.2.2 TAPPI Visual Inspection
Once the sterilization process is complete, Eagle Medical uses the TAPPI Standards
Method to inspect its blister packaging. TAPPI is a visual inspection standard created in
1915 by a paper manufacturer to ensure product quality (TAPPI, 2021). It relies on a
series of tests that compare grains present on a material to a control sheet of acceptable
and unacceptable grain sizes. (TAPPI, 2018). This can be done from the eye level all the
way down to the microscopic level, yet is done entirely manually by Eagle Medical.
4.3 Automation Equipment
Over the next 5 years, Eagle Medical is seeking to automate their sanitization process for their
blister packaging. Automated systems are highly desirable in the medical industry as they
remove the burden of maintaining quality from individuals and place it on more controlled
systems (Otter, et. al, 2020). This breaks the chain of transmission by limiting points of contact
among humans and the given parts. Such systems have been seen to not only benefit medical
companies, but also food corporations. In a 2012 case study with Arla Foods, it was found that
sanitization processes were performed manually during off-hours of the day. This impacted
12

performance and variability within the cleaning process, and it also led to wasted resources.
After adopting an automated sanitization process for their equipment and packaging, Arla Foods
saved over 17 million kWh of energy over the course of 2012 (Labs, 2014).
4.3.1 Automated Denesting
Automatic denesting systems are machines that denest (unstack) stacks of blister trays.
This eliminates the need for manual separation by operators, and instead allows them to
only load stacks of trays into the machine. Many forms of automated denesters currently
exist, and many involve a nutating screw that wedges between units and pries them apart
(Wehr, 2021). Such systems have shown to offer great flexibility in systems that have
varying sizes of product, as the spacing between nutating disks can be changed (FEMC,
2021).
4.3.1.1 Nutation
“Nutation is a rocking, swaying, or nodding motion in the axis of rotation of a
largely axially symmetric object, such as a gyroscope, planet, or bullet in flight, or
as an intended behavior of a mechanism” (Wikipedia, 2022).
4.3.2 Machine Vision
Machine vision technology uses cameras and vision software to automatically identify
predefined features. In quality assurance applications, they can automate inspection
processes by identifying defects in a manufacturing line. Such technologies have been
used as quality inspection tools in industries such as food and manufacturing. Essentially,
manual inspection systems that can vary in quality have been replaced with faster
automated systems with near 100% accuracy (Anand, 2020).
One important consideration for the selection of machine vision systems is the type of
material used in the parts being inspected. The material affects the inspection because of
how light can be reflected off it (Brosnan, 2004). Using an inappropriate system for the
material being inspected can negatively impact the quality of the system's reading, which
could cause type I or II errors in quality assurance.
4.3.3 Air Ionization
Air ionization machines will allow the automated system to sanitize blister tray units
without an operator. Air ionizers are a type of air purifier that generate ions by applying
an electric field between two metallic electrodes (Toufik, et al., 2020). The ions are then
accelerated by applying an electric field. They collide with neutral molecules in the air
and create ionic wind, which is used for air purification purposes. Ionic wind causes dust
and particles in the surrounding air to collect electrons when crossing the discharge area
of the ionizer. These particles become negatively charged and deposit themselves onto
grounded surfaces, where they can be more easily wiped away and disposed of. Eagle
Medical uses this method of cleaning when sanitizing the blister trays by blasting the
trays with a focused burst of ionized air. Any particulates in the trays are removed and
clump together on the cleaning surface for easy cleaning.
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4.3.4 Automated Conveyance
In addition to machines that accomplish process steps, automated conveyance must be
incorporated for the transportation of material between machines. Automated conveyance
eliminates the need for operators to transport works-in-process among machines and
allows systems to operate autonomously. Many forms of automated conveyance systems
are available on the market, including some with hermetically sealed chambers to further
eliminate bioburden on the packaging units (Hamacher, 2020). Conveyor belts work by
using an A/C motor and belt (or chain), the belts are used for the transport of items from
one stage of the automated system to the next.

4.4 Facility Layout
When selecting the location for the machine’s location within the Eagle Medical facility, facility
layout design concepts and methods must be used.
4.4.1 Cell
A cell refers to a section of a facility dedicated to an aspect or group of aspects of the
production process (University of Minnesota, 2016). In many manufacturing companies,
this refers to a small group of machines that processes one part or a family of parts. It can
also refer to a small group of machines that processes one step in the manufacturing
process. Eagle Medical’s facility is best categorized as a cellular layout, as it dedicates
discrete sections of the facility to specific aspects of their operations.
4.4.2 Material Flow
Material flow refers to the pathway along which material travels to move either within a
cell or in between cells. Its distance is positively correlated with labor cost because
longer distances translate to more time spent on transportation of materials.
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4.4.3 Distance-based Scoring
Distance-based Scoring, also referred to as D-Score, is a facility layout evaluation
method which uses the material flow cost and distance between cells to determine the
optimal location for a cell (Tompkins et. al, 2010). The lower the score of one location,
the smaller of an impact a cell’s location in the facility will have on labor cost during
operation. Below illustrates a model objective used to evaluate a D-Score:
𝑚

𝑚

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑧 = ∑

∗∑

𝑖=1

𝑗=1

𝑓𝑖𝑗 𝑐𝑖𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑗

Equation 1

With z representing the D-Score, and m representing each route between cells material
will flow, this equation seeks to minimize the product of the material flow f, the cost per
unit of material flow c, and the distance material travels d.
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Section 5: Solution Design
As stated in Section 2: Problem Description, a 150% throughput increase is required for this
project to be considered successful. To achieve this, our team has considered 3 layers to our
design, each with their respective alternatives. The steps to our solution design are as follows:
1. Equipment selection
a. Equipment throughput defines the overall throughput of the system. Therefore,
the equipment alternatives must support the target throughput as defined by Eagle
Medical. The equipment must also be compatible with facility systems, such as air
pressure and power consumption.
2. Facility Layout Design
a. The selected equipment must be housed in a cell, which should have as minimal
of an impact upon material flow cost as possible.
b. The location of the equipment cell may allow Eagle Medical to also service
additional clean rooms.
3. Machine Footprint
a. The machine footprint should have as minimal of an impact as possible on
material flow cost within the cell.
b. The cell layout must conform to space requirements of the selected equipment and
the selected cell.
5.1 Equipment Parameters and Specifications
The first requirement for the equipment selection was clean room standards, including ISO
13485:2016 Qu. The new automated system also needs to comply with IEC 6061-1:2005, which
applies to electric motors being used in clean rooms. Because the facility works with medicalgrade products, compliance with these standards in their equipment and procedures is required.
Eagle Medical also gave production requirements for the system. These specifications are
specific to their facility and operations and are outlined in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Equipment Requirement
Power Requirements

30 amp, 3 phase 240v

Air Pressure Requirements

115 psi

Throughput Requirements

≥ 150 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑦𝑠/𝑚𝑖𝑛

The budget given to the team for purchase of the automated system was $500,000. After finding
alternatives that fulfill each aspect of the system, it was determined that the $500,000 budget
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given was more than adequate. Therefore, not much emphasis was placed on finding the least
expensive options. It was determined that quickly completing equipment selection was important
for the project. Because each quote takes between one to three weeks to obtain, not many
equipment alternatives were pursued in the interest of time. Therefore, more time could be spent
analyzing different layouts and locations of the automated cell.
With this time pressure in mind, the team first explored brands in which Eagle Medical had
previously expressed interest, Keyence and INTRAY. Due to their familiarity with these brands,
Eagle Medical will have to endure a shallow learning curve and spend fewer resources on
training efforts for their operators. System familiarity will grant them a smoother transition to
automated denesting and sterilization.
5.1.1 Ergonomic Requirements
The Eagle Medical facility needs to keep ergonomic codes in mind for the safety,
longevity, and contentment of its workers. As operators switch from cleaning and
handling trays in a hood to picking up and placing stacks of trays at or above waist-level,
they are introduced to different risks. One major change that will take place is the
replacing of forward reaching and forward leaning with vertical reaching and twisting of
the torso.
The risk for back strain associated with vertical reach comprises the weight of the load
being carried and the frequency of reaching, as mentioned in Section 3.1.5. According to
these risk factors, there should be little to no risk of user injury in a new automated
system. Most if not all stacks of trays will be under one pound in weight, as individual
trays range from 3.7-6.4g each. The frequency of reaching and twisting depends on the
frequency of stacks of trays being loaded into the system.
To calculate whether the system will pose a risk, we can calculate with what frequency an
operator would reload the denester. The fastest machine in the automated system has a
throughput of 200 trays per minute, which would correlate to the greatest ergonomic risk.
The first type of tray assessed has 55 trays per stack, so each stack will be processed in
16.4 seconds. This translates to 3.6 vertical reaches per minute for 9.6 minutes to process
a full box. The other type of tray that is included in this calculation has 68 trays per stack.
One stack will be processed in 20.4 seconds, which totals to 2.9 reaches per minute for
5.8 minutes to process one box. A risk is present in a system that requires more than one
lift per minute for over two hours. The largest number of trays that will need to be
processed at one time is one box, so this system will not pose significant ergonomic risk
to the user.
5.1.2 Automated Components
In order to properly identify the automation equipment and components needed to build
the automated system, the team constructed a decision matrix. Candidate machines were
ranked based on their scores in these areas: Cost, Serviceability, Compliance, Modularity,
Integration, and Throughput. For the denesting unit, an additional category was added, as
17

Eagle Medical specified that they need a denesting system capable of supporting at least
10 different sizes of blister trays. This category was called Tray Support.
The decision matrices for each component can be viewed in Appendix A. In order to
receive cost- and price-based information for each system, a quote was initiated with each
vendor. Due to trouble with vendor response times, the current total system cost is an
approximation that includes vendor estimates. The final cost will be fully defined in the
final version of this report once the team receives all quotes that have been requested.
Table 4 below illustrates the equipment selections, as well as the necessary support
equipment for each component. The total equipment cost of our system is $85,507.88 for
components alone, which is under the $500,000 budget allocated for this system.
Table 4: Equipment List and Prices
Equipment:

Price: *

Keyence CVX Series Vision System

$35,000.00

INTRAY Buffer Servo Denester

$31,707.03

Fraser Roto Cleaner 4900

$1,675.78

Anritsu Air Jet Rejection System

$1,278.00

FlexMove Conveyor System

$15,000.00

Supporting Equipment & Fees:
Pressure Regulator

$140.00

Fraser Power Unit

$407.07

INTRAY (Smart Tool)

$300.00

System Total:

$85,507.88

*Note that some quotes are still in progress. Estimates will be marked with “~”
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5.1.2.1 Denesting
The new denesting technology is being used to directly replace the old denesting
step. Figure 4 below shows for which step the machine will be used.

Figure 4: Workflow Denesting Steps Replaced by Automation
Two systems that were considered for the denesting equipment were the INTRAY
Buffer Servo and the RonTech Denesting Unit. Both systems use nutating screws
to separate trays. Nutating screws are the most appropriate type of technology for
the goals and operations of Eagle Medical because they require little human
manipulation.
Ultimately, the choice decision went to the INTRAY Buffer Servo, as it has better
integration capabilities to systems such as the conveyor belt. This machine could
be incorporated to move material from the denesting machine to the inspection
step without any human interaction. This could yield a more continuous process
with minimal human contact in the resulting automated system.
The facility processes various sizes of blister trays. The sizing for the system of
nutating screws can be easily modified with dies that allow for quick changeover.
These dies are called smart tools, shown in Figure 5, and are produced by
INTRAY for their Buffer Servo Denester. Because the sizes of trays processed by
Eagle Medical are standardized and repetitive, only a select few sizes of dies will
need to be purchased to use the full capability of the cell.
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Figure 5: INTRAY Automatic Denesting Unit

5.1.2.2 Machine Vision
When designing the future state flowchart, it was determined that the inspection
process should be reduced from two steps to one. This eliminates one non-valueadded inspection step and decreases cycle time. The computer vision system will
also automatically reject the pieces that do not pass inspection, which decreases
the need for human decision-making and intervention. Figure 6 below highlights
the steps that the computer vision system will consolidate.

Figure 6: Workflow Inspection Steps Replaced by Automation
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Using computer vision for quality inspection has become more popular in recent
decades for the same reasons they would be appropriate for Eagle Medical. These
automated systems are non-destructive, cost-effective, and accurate, which is
essential when inspecting medical supplies. They meet the goals of Eagle Medical
because they can reduce cycle time and therefore increase throughput.
When researching machine vision systems, it was determined that 2D computer
vision systems are more appropriate than 3D ones for quality inspection at Eagle
Medical. Because packaging defects are detected based on major differences in
color rather than a change in texture, 2D capabilities are sufficient. The system
needs to detect dark blemishes and warpage in thermoplastic trays, which can be
found without extensive color or topographical analysis found in 3D vision
systems. 3D imaging could be used but would be less cost-effective and would
add unnecessary complexity to the system. Furthermore, only black and white
imaging technology is required for quality checks. Defects and bioburden will
appear as black spots behind the translucent trays under appropriate lighting. As a
result, color is not a feature that would be helpful to their operations.
One potential for errors in inspection of such systems arises in dim lighting
conditions, but lighting attachments can be easily incorporated to mitigate this
issue. Machine vision may also not be appropriate when objects must be
identified in unstructured or largely variable settings. This should not pose an
issue at Eagle Medical because their trays have defined, structured, and relatively
few variations.
While considering a computer vision system, a few options emerged. One of the
options was the Keyence CV-X Series and the other was the EPIC Vision System.
Both systems offered comparable features and accuracy. However, Keyence was
the only company to provide documentation and specifications.
The Keyence CV-X Series is a vision system that consists of three
subcomponents, the camera, the lens, and the lighting system. These
subcomponents are identified below in Table 5. The accuracy level of this system
is high, as it can reliably detect defects as small as 3 microns in size.
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Table 5: Keyence CV-X System Components
Equipment:

Serial Number / SKU:

Camera:

CA-HF6400M

Lens:

CA-LHT25

Light:

CA-DRM10X

Vision Sensor (Trigger):

LR-X

Computer vision inspection is widely regarded as much more accurate and
consistent than human visual inspection. Research suggests that the efficiency of
human inspection is approximately 80%. Human quality inspection is prone to
errors due to fatigue if the process is continuous, strenuous and tedious (Avvari,
2021). Because Eagle Medical does not analyze inspection accuracy, type II
quality errors are discovered in the clean room when trays cannot be used for
packaging.
5.1.2.3 Automated Ionization
The improved sterilization process will consolidate two steps in the current
workflow. Not only will it relieve an operator from the sanitization process, it will
remove the non-value-added step of queueing between operators. Figure 7 below
shows the steps that will be combined.

Figure 7: Workflow Sterilization Steps Replaced by Automation
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Two systems were considered to replace the ionized blow-off gun that is currently
used. These systems were the Keyence SJ-H and the Fraser Roto-Cleaner 4900.
The Keyence system was not selected due to its size and inability to be integrated
with the other systems selected for the automation system.
The Roto-Cleaner 4900 is an adjustable system that can easily be tuned to fit the
needs of Eagle Medical, as it was designed to be moved and adjusted to
accommodate different sized trays. There was concern that the Keyence SJ-H
would not be able to accommodate all of Eagle Medical’s needs, as it has fewer
options of adjustability. The Roto-Clean was chosen because of its adjustability
and modularity, as shown in Figure 8. The Roto-Clean consists of two revolving
nozzles, which are driven by a centrifugal control that is integrated into a circular
static eliminator. The Roto-Clean completes up to 60 revolutions per second while
decontaminating complex shapes and crevices with ease.
This technology can improve the current sanitation of the trays as well as speed
up the process, which will ultimately reduce labor and quality costs. More
importantly, it will allow an increase in throughput, which could reduce the lead
time for clean rooms at Eagle Medical to receive supplies needed for their
packaging operations. Lastly, automating this part of the process will alter current
work duties. This will redistribute the employees, who may focus on less tedious
and time-consuming tasks (Chessell, 2018).

Figure 8: Roto-Clean 4900 Ionizing Air System
5.1.2.4 Automated Conveyance
Two automated conveying systems were pursued. One was the FlexLink System
X45e and the other was the Dorner FlexMove. Ultimately, the Dorner FlexMove
was selected, as it met the minimum throughput requirements of 200 trays/min
while the X45e did not. This system works by utilizing A/C motors to drive a
flexible chain belt. The most critical feature of the chains (Belt Type: 54 FDA
Sealed Edge) is that they are made from medical-grade Urethane with an anti23

static coating. This material composition is designed to operate in a cleanroom.
As such, the belts are both medical and FDA compliant.
The length and speed of the belt are adjustable and are offered in a variety of
sizes, which allows the system to support the various tray sizes that Eagle Medical
uses. This system was chosen for its ability to be resized to accommodate the
needs of the Eagle Medical operations as demand continues to grow. The
FlexMove system also allows for easy reconfiguration. Figure 9 below illustrates
some of the many configurations in which the belts can be oriented.

Figure 9: Possible Configurations of the Dorner FlexMove
The Flexmove system also offers add-ons that are capable of cleaning the
conveyor belt surface automatically. Without this add-on feature, employees need
to periodically clean the conveyor belts. Eagle Medical can reduce the required
maintenance of the belt and overall cell if they choose to investigate this option
after this project.
5.1.2.5 Support Equipment
Two of the systems that were selected for the automated system require the use of
additional support equipment. These systems are required in order for the
component to function properly. Below, Table 6 lists the support equipment that
was selected.
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Table 6: Supporting Equipment
Item Name:

Supported System:

Pressure Regulator

Roto-Clean 4900

Fraser Power Unit

Roto-Clean 4900

INTRAY (Smart Tool)

INTRAY Buffer Servo

5.1.3 Automated Process
The proposed automated solution includes the implementation of equipment that
automatically denests, sterilizes, and inspects blister trays. Figure 10 below shows the
revised process flowchart.

Figure 10: Revised Process Flow Chart
This solution will relieve operator workload because multiple employees are no longer
needed to maintain and operate the system. Non-value-added steps such as one queuing
and one inspection are removed from the process, and the time required for the remaining
steps is decreased. The system no longer requires the reorienting and manual
manipulation of trays in the denesting, sanitization, and inspection steps.
A visual model was constructed to represent the entire automated process from start to
finish. Figure 11 below is a diagram of a potential system that would denest, sanitize,
and restack blister trays for use in the cleanroom.
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Figure 11: Diagram of Potential Denesting System

5.2 Facility Layout Design
When selecting the location of the cell for the recommended equipment, three locations were
considered within the Eagle Medical facility. The image below in Figure 12, shows the blueprint
of the facility, as well as the locations of Rooms 1, 2, and 3, which were the candidate cell
locations. CR-1 represents Clean Room 1, which the machine will support.

Figure 12: Eagle Medical Facility Blueprint
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Rooms 1, 2, and 3 were considered as candidates due to their proximity to Clean Room 1 and
their current disuse. While Room 4 had previously been under consideration, it is no longer
viable as a cell location, as it has been renovated into office space. The doorway between Rooms
3 and 4 no longer exists after these renovations.
To decide on the cell location, a distance-based score, or D-score, evaluation method was used.
Material flow from entry into the facility to cell location would be constant between all locations,
as well as the cost of the material flow between departments. Therefore, the D-score evaluation
utilized was dependent on distance traveled between locations. The material flow routes
considered are shown below in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Candidate Material Flow Routes
To verify this model, a measuring wheel was used to travel the candidate pathways and collect
distance measurements accurate to an inch. These measurements can be viewed in Appendix D.
The subsequent D-scores were calculated as shown in Figure 14 below.

Figure 14: D-Scores for the Three Design Alternatives
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The material flow path to Room 2, outlined in blue, has the lowest D-score. As a result, it is the
best route for transporting blister trays through the facility. Because it has the least burdensome
impact on labor, this route will be the one recommended to Eagle Medical.

5.3 Machine Footprint
Now that the space requirements of the equipment as well as the space available in the selected
cell have been defined, the machine footprint can now be outlined. The machine footprints under
consideration are an U-line, L-Line, S-Line, and I-Line as illustrated below:

Figure 15: Design Alternatives for Machine Footprint
5.3.1 Space Requirements
In developing the simulation model, it is necessary to consider the spatial constraints of
the cell. The cell location is dimensioned as 9.67 feet wide and 21.43 feet long, with the
machine estimated to be 1 foot wide and 9.34 feet long. Additionally, a walkway at least
3 feet wide around the machine must be allowed for the safety of the operators.
5.3.2 Simulation Development
The software used to develop the machine footprint simulation was Anylogic. This
software provided material handling support as well as queuing systems, making it a
viable tool for modeling the operations in the chosen cell. Using the four footprint
patterns in Figure 15, as well as the spatial requirements, the four footprint models below
were developed:
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Figure 16: Anylogic Simulation
The simulation functions by injecting agents, representing stacks of blister trays, into all
four cells all at a constant rate. An operator then takes the agents to a storage rack located
within the cell, representing the material flow into each cell and its subsequent storage.
After the agents are stored, the operator is called to transport the agents to the machine
where it is then loaded into the conveyor system and subjected to a delay. This represents
the loading of blister trays and the sanitation process performed by the designed system.
Once the agent is finished traveling through the conveyor system it is then retrieved by
the operator removed from the cell, representing the transportation of clean trays to the
clean room to be used for packaging.
5.3.3 Footprint Selection
While this process occurs, the Anylogic software records the time of entry and exit of
each agent, calculating the average time agents spend in each cell. After recording the
average time for 30 agents within each cell, it was found that the L-shape designed
allowed agents to spend the least amount of time in a cell:
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Figure 17: Simulation Histograms
With the L-shape design leading to the fastest material flow within the cell, it was
selected as the footprint for the automated system.

Section 6: Impact Analysis
When contemplating a solution to a problem, it is critical to consider the impact a proposed
solution will introduce. Therefore, the focus on sustainability was never lost when trying to
resolve the problem for Eagle Medical. The definition of sustainability for this project
encompasses environmental, social, and economic impacts (Wilson, 2013). The economic impact
suggests the team should consider equipment costs by Eagle Medical for the automation system
and whether the investment will ultimately result in net profit. Social factors may include both
health-related and professional consequences for automating tasks. The environmental aspect of
sustainability will be affected by hardware, operation, and maintenance associated with the new
system of machines.
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6.1 Economic
The two methods of economic analysis employed for the potential solution were costbenefit ratio and payback period. The calculations related to economic analysis include
five-year costs associated with equipment, maintenance, utilities, and labor.
The projected cost-benefit ratio of the project is 3.64, which identifies $3.64 of benefit
for each $1.00 spent. This number was derived in Appendix C from the projected costs
associated with the purchase of the equipment, the labor to operate the equipment over
the 5-year life cycle, the estimated annual maintenance, as well as the estimated annual
utilities. These costs were compared with the fiscal benefits of the total reduction in labor
for the blister packaging sanitization process over the course of 5 years. These figures
were then calculated using Equation 2 to develop a cost benefit ratio.

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

Equation 2

The projected payback period of this project is estimated to be 6 months, which is
calculated from the monthly fiscal benefit created by the reduction in labor for the
sanitization process and the total cost of the project. Below, Equation 3 illustrates how
the calculations in Appendix D were performed to generate a payback period of 6
months:

𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑 =

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡
𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑦 𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡

Equation 3

6.2 Social
The social portion of the impact analysis includes the health and career security of current
employees. The solution should address the ergonomic concerns of the current system.
During stakeholder interviews, various operators and employees complained about
fatigue associated with repetitive motion, especially that of manually denesting the blister
trays. The health of employees will be improved by the inclusion of an automated
denester as it removes the finger strain described.
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The health of employees could be compromised by the system if it is ergonomically
unsafe. Ergonomics has been more thoroughly analyzed in section 4.1.1, which concludes
that the new automated system will not pose significant risk to the health and well-being
of operators. Essentially, all components’ operators need to manipulate or load with
material will be placed such that excessive reach, twisting, and gripping is not required.
One common concern associated with automation is that workers will be replaced and
dismissed. However, this concern should not be an issue in the case of Eagle Medical.
Because they are expecting an increase in customer demand, operators that are currently
assigned to non-value-added activities will be reassigned to value-added activities. No
layoffs are necessary because automation is being used as a tool to adjust to demand, not
minimize labor costs.
On the contrary, there is a potential for more job opportunities in the automated system.
Knowledgeable people are needed to train operators and take responsibility for new,
unfamiliar equipment. Furthermore, technicians will be needed to maintain the equipment
of the new system, so there is the chance that more people will be working with Eagle
Medical after the system is implemented.
6.3 Environmental
When analyzing environmental impact, it is necessary to recognize the manufacturing,
purchasing, operation, and disposal of equipment. The impacts associated with equipment
manufacturing include mining, refining, and transportation of material. Each of these
production steps may release byproducts to the atmosphere and land. When the machines
are purchased, significant fuel will be consumed during transportation. Fuel consumption
will be relatively high in this project because many pieces of equipment will be shipped
from overseas. Throughout the duration of equipment operation, electricity will be
consumed. Because the system is automated, the electricity consumption is inevitable and
depends on the demand of the system. When equipment is disposed of at the end of its
lifecycle, it will contribute to landfill usage.
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Section 7: Conclusions and Recommendations
In conclusion, Eagle Medical should purchase the recommended automation equipment from the
list in Section 5. Each machine will be combined into a system that meets Eagle Medical’s
success metrics for this project. Individually, these machines fulfill the company’s requirements
of serviceability, modularity, and integrability. The selected denester can service more than 10
different types of blister trays with the purchase of new dies. The total cost of the automated
system including monthly overhead, maintenance, and components totals $92,101.54 with a
payback period of approximately 6 months. Fully detailed calculations for these numbers can be
seen in Appendix D.
7.1 Layout Planning
The machine should be housed in Room 2 of the facility, this location will provide a
minimum impact on material flow cost to and from the machinery. Additionally, Room 2
provides a centralized location from which the machine can service Clean Room 2,
should Eagle Medical wish to add this route.
The machine footprint shall take the form of an, L-shape which was developed and
verified using Anylogic simulation which can be seen in Section 5.3
7.2 Implementation Timeline
The implementation timeline for this project is defined by the amount of time it takes to:
order, receive, install the system, and train the staff and operators on how to use the
equipment. The current estimate for this is a range of 8 to 12 months for shipping,
estimates for individual component shipping times can be found below in Table 7. Note
that shipping times are subject to change as the state of the global supply chain is
variable. In addition to the 8 to 12 months for shipping, training and installation are
estimated to take approximately 3 months, which brings the total implementation timeline
to a range of 11 to 15 months until the system is fully operational. A preliminary user
guide for the automated system can be viewed in Appendix E. Eagle Medical should
continue the current manual process until this timeline is complete, as the areas affected
are not currently used. Current operations will not be impacted by the implementation of
this project and should allow for concurrent installation of the new system.
Table 7: Approximate Shipping Estimates
Component:
InTray | Denester
Dorner | Conveyor
Roto Clean | Ionizer
Anritsu | Rejection System
Keyence
Total:

Estimated Shipping Time:
8-12 months
2 months
1-2 months
1 month
1 month
8-12 months
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Equipment Selection Decision Matrix

Definitions:
Integration = works with other systems in list
Throughput = @ least 200 trays/min
Tray Support = ability to support @ least 10 sizes of trays
Modularity = Supports upgrades and expansion
Compliance = Meets Standards in Section 3.2.1.1
NQ = No Quote = 0 for cost
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Appendix B: D-Score Calculations
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Appendix C: Cost-Benefit Ratio Calculations
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Appendix D: Payback Period Calculations
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Appendix E: Sample User Guide
Purpose
These work instructions summarize the proper steps and safety measures to consider when
operating the Automated Denesting and Inspection System. They are not meant to provide detail
on how to set up each system, nor do they provide the parameters and settings the machines will
ultimately use. The instructions serve as a draft and guideline for a standard operating procedure.
A standard operating procedure that should be created to provide specificity after Eagle Medical
begins to use the system.
Overview and Startup
Trays pass through the system in the following order: Intray Denester, Keyence Vision System,
deionizer.
To begin using the denesting and inspection system, there are several steps needed for startup:
● Verify that the denester is loaded with the correct die
● Turn on air supply to the deionizer
● Turn on power supply for conveyor
● Turn on computer that controls the vision system
● Turn on the air supply for tray rejector
● Place a clean box at the end of the conveyor system to catch processed trays
After these steps have been completed, the operator can then load a stack of trays into the
denester and press the control to begin the system.
The conveyance system will deposit the trays into the clean bin. Once the appropriate number of
trays have been deposited in the bin, it should be closed to prevent contamination.
INTRAY Buffer Servo
This section includes specifics about the Intray Buffer Servo, which will be referred to as the
“denester.”
The die containing nutating screws must be changed to accommodate different sizes of blister
trays. The front panel of the denester can be unlatched and opened, and the die can be removed
by pulling it toward the operator. Then, the new die must be pushed into the denester. Once the
operator checks that the die is aligned, the front panel can be closed and latched.
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Keyence CV-X
The Keyence Vision System will be referred to as “vision system” in this document. This system
should be fully programmed before running.
The camera trigger should also be set up to ensure that the camera captures an image seconds
after the laser beam is broken.
Anritsu Air Jet System
The Anritsu Air Jet System will be referred to as the “rejector system.” Setup for the rejector
system includes connecting it with the vision system. It takes input from the vision system to
determine whether a part will be accepted or rejected.
Dorner FlexMove
The Dorner FlexMove refers to the conveyor belts included in this automated system. The speed
of the conveyors should be determined before the system is switched on to ensure that it is in
sync with the vision system and rejector system.
Cleaning
The denesting system must be cleaned periodically, as suggested by Intray. Their catalog
includes a smart trolley that isolates the denesting dies, over which a sanitizing solution is
sprayed. The conveyor system will be the system that requires the most regular cleaning, as it
may come into contact with open air the most. It should be cleaned with products approved by
Eagle Medical.
Human Factors Considerations
Operators of this system should be aware of human factors. Boxes should be placed such that
they do not impede on any other operations in the clean room. The box with stacks of trays
should be placed by the denesting machine before loading starts. The system should not pose
significant ergonomic safety issues. The pace of the denester and the demand of processed trays
is not great enough that lifting, bending, and twisting motions will place significant strain on the
operator.
PPE
All operators must take caution to protect the system from any type of bioburden. The most
exposed component of the system is the conveyor belts. They should wear gloves, hairnets,
masks, and/or any other attire defined by Eagle Medical. Because the system includes air jets and
moving parts, operators should wear safety glasses during operation.
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DOCUMENTATION:
Documentation A: Work Breakdown Structure of Eagle Medical Senior Project Team
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Documentation B: Gantt Chart of Eagle Medical Senior Project Team
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Documentation C: Equipment Brochures and Estimates
Item:

Information:

INTRAY Buffer Servo

Link

Keyence CV-X

Link

Dorner FlexMove

Link

Fraser Roto-Cleaner 4900

Link

Anritsu Air Jet System

Link
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